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Best Poster Award

A poster may be a technique of presenting your analysis to a Nursing audience during a visual format. Pulsus Conferences offers the distinctive chance to showcase your analysis within the poster format. The Best Poster of the Conference will be selected based on some criteria. The important parameters are:

• Presentation Style
• Research Quality
• Layout/Design
• Presentation clarity
• Completeness of work
• Responses to the questions

Young Research Award

PULSUS publicizes an overview of Awards for Young Scientists so as to assist excellence in numerous fields of science and technology. These Awards are known as "Young Scientist Awards". The award is hospitable those analyzers concerned in graduate education and research happenings that intensify sufferable progress. To avail, this award any scientist, engaged in research work laboratories/institutes, who is not more than 35 years of age, is eligible for the Award and each Scientist must submit their unique research works.

Keynote Speaker Memento

Any research work which is unique and their excellence in completion of the work will make the path to this memento for the selected participants.

Student Ambassador Award

During organizing the conference any student can be a Student Ambassador of the conference based on the quality of their research work and their educational qualification. He/She will be assisting in organizing the conference with promoting the websites and they will be honoured at the time of the conference with this award.
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